Image formation in vibro-acoustography with depth-of-field effects.
We study the image formation of vibro-acoustography systems based on a concave sector array transducer taking into account depth-of-field effects. The system point-spread function (PSF) is defined in terms of the acoustic emission of a point-target in response to the dynamic radiation stress of ultrasound. The PSF on the focal plane and the axis of the transducer are presented. To extend the obtained PSF to the 3D-space, we assume it is a separable function in the axial direction and the focal plane of the transducer. In this model, an image is formed through the 3D convolution of the PSF with an object function. Experimental vibro-acoustography images of a breast phantom with lesion-like inclusions were compared with simulated images. Results show that the experimental images are in good agreement with the proposed model.